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Alamy Rio's dining scene has become much more sophisticated than the churrascarias (with roast meat) and low-key botecos (bursts with fo... Read more Rio's dining scene became much more sophisticated than the churrascarias (with roast meat) and low-key botecos (bars with food) for which it was
once known. Now, world-class chefs are creating inspirational fusion cuisine with Brazilian influences, making for some of the most unexpected and best restaurants in Rio de Janeiro. Real foodies shouldn't miss Oro, which features an extensive tasting menu from the award-winning Carioca chef, Felipe
Bronze. The city's Japanese dining scene is also worth sampling — try Sushi Leblon if you're willing to wait in line, or Yume, which is Madonna's top choice. When you're ready for a classic, Porcão is a Rio de Janeiro restaurant that offers a carnival for carnivore-beach-tanned waiters slicing skewers to
skewed beef,, or poultry until you turn a coaster that says stop. Supplementing your protein bonanza helps yourself to the salad bar, which contains hearts of palm, sushi and ceviche galore. Read Less Academy da Cachaça Make sure you order lots of Brazilian bar snacks - especially the bolinho de
carne and pastel de queijo (fried meats and cheese dishes). The drinks are so... Read more Amir Because of the large Arab community living in Brazil, Rio has become a gastronomic hub for Middle Eastern food. And when Cariocas wants the best of... Read More Bar does Mineiro Walls filled with vintage
black-and-white photos of Rio borrowing a locals-only vibe-of-course, so sit in front at one of the pavement tables,... Read More Casa Da Feijoada Feijoada is more than a meal in Brazil - the hearty black bean and pork stew are part of the culture. It's typically eaten for lunch on Saturdays (so you... Read
More Chez L'Ami Martin The décor is a little dated (mirror walls and white tablecloths) but the loyal customers who followed the restaurant of Leblon put his new home in... Read more CT Boucherie Claude Troisgros, Rio's most celebrated chef, and his talented son Thomas, turned the traditional Brazilian
rodizio (buffet) on his head with this... Read More Espirito Santa Visitors don't have to move to the Amazon to sample treats from Brazil's jungles. At Espirito Santa, Chef Natacha Fink-of Manaus-serving inventive... Read More Gero Rio Highlights include the ravioli stuffed with moen and mushroom sauce,
as well as vegetarian-friendly options (a rarity in Rio), such as amaretto and... Read more in House Cafe Bistro A good choice for lunch at Rio's design mall. The extensive menu at this weird spot-memorabilia and hanging motorcycles serves as décor-offering only... Read more La Calaca For a delicious
meal, order the roast pork loin with eggs and spicy or shrimp with tomato sauce and rice. Round the Experience... Read more Mommy Jamma The atmosphere is alive and family-friendly, with white-painted brick walls and electric red chairs. Don't miss the house specialty, the Portuguese',... Read More
Olympe Highlights include bright sucking with panko-cacao dressing, scalpelling with hearts of palm carpaccio, and a passion fruit crepe soufflé it was... Read More Oro Diners can watch a team of chefs prepare tasty morsels like savory lucrative filled with handmade Brazilian cheese or watermelon with
sardine... Read More Paris 6 Rio While the décor is characteristically 1920's-era French (red leather banquets; those familiar street lamps outside) the dishes have a distinctly Brazilian... Read More Porcão Rios Before the steak festival begins, don't miss the bountiful salad bar that boasts everything from
olives to sushi. Dramatic ceilings and a piano bar... Read More Sawasdee Bistro Chef Marcos Sodre studies culinary arts in Thailand but adds Brazilian influences to his kitchen, making inventive dishes ranging from traditional Road... Read More Stuzzi The cozy bar-like atmosphere is reinforced by a
chandelier made from recycled wine bottles, and the elaborate wine list ensures tables remain full - and... Read More Sushi Leblon The sushi at this trendy spot is one of the best in Brazil. But the real attraction here is the crowd. The sleek modern eatery is a favorite of the... Read More Yume Pass
through the doors of an ancient mansion in Rio's upscale Jardim Botanico district, and enter a cozy candlelight den with low tables and floor cushions. Read more Zuka The focal point of the restaurant, amid its blondewood panelling, is the open grille where diners can catch a glimpse of Chef Ludmilla
Soeiro preparing,... Read More See All Restaurants in Rio De Janeiro Back To Top Rio is a place where it's worth bringing a very nice camera to capture the moments you'll have the most assured while visiting. QR codes (Quick Response codes) are now the norm, and the city has found a neat way to
blend modern technology with the traditional environment. Rio de Janeiro has begun including QR codes as mosaics within the trademark black and white sidewalks that are across the city. Two codes have been installed at Arpoador, a landmark rock found at Ipanema beach, which is known for surfing
and spectacular views of the beach and city. The beach is also known for being dog-friendly too. Tourists will find embedded QR codes throughout Rio de Janeiro offering fun facts and maps across the city The QR codes provide tourist information about the beach in three languages, Portuguese,
Spanish and English. Along with a map of the area people can read from their smartphones, people scanning the codes will learn of the beach's nickname as the and that the name Arpoador stems from the whales used harpoon whales from shore. Rio has plans to install 30 QR codes on different
websites that should give enough access to tourists while retaining the historical designs found there. It will certainly prove useful for people who will visit during the run-up to the 2016 Olympics.source: The Telegraph SUBSCRIBES TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Rio de Janeiro is a city of icons. From the
statue of Christ the Savior welcoming the world with arms open to the beaches brought to life by festive cariocas (that's what Rio locals are called with pride), there's plenty to see in this beautiful city. You may already be familiar with some of the most popular attractions, but there are also new attractions
and mysterious places worth visiting. Here are the highlights from Rio. The Selaron Steps is a set of steps covered in mosaics and painted tiles. They set a colorful background that is not only mesmerizing, but also the perfect backdrop for a group photo. What began as small renovation by Chilean artist
Jorge Selaron to beautify the dilapidated steps in front of his home soon became obsessed. The mosaics and tiles spread to all the steps, as well as the walls. Brightly coloured ceramic tiles and mirrors pay tribute to the colors of the Brazilian flag and famous artists. The steps are located on the border of
bohemian neighborhoods of Lapa Santa Teresa and running from Joaquim Silva Street to Pinto Martins Street. The Selaron Steps is a set of steps covered in mosaics and painted tiles. They set a colorful background that is not only mesmerizing, but also the perfect backdrop for a group photo. What
began as small renovation by Chilean artist Jorge Selaron to beautify the dilapidated steps in front of his home soon became obsessed. The mosaics and tiles spread to all the steps, as well as the walls. Brightly coloured ceramic tiles and mirrors pay tribute to the colors of the Brazilian flag and famous
artists. The steps are located on the border of bohemian neighborhoods of Lapa Santa Teresa and running from Joaquim Silva Street to Pinto Martins Street. Completed in 1931, the statue of Christ the Savior overlooks Rio de Janeiro of Corcovado Mountain and is invariably Rio's most famous attraction.
Not only is the titanic statue amazing to see nearby, the panoramic views of the city from Corcovado Mountain are stunning. Many attractions companies will include a trip to Christ the Savior, but you can also catch a taxi to Corvocado and take a train up to the summit. Known from the Bossa Nova Hit
The Girl from Ipanema, Ipanema Beach is one of Rio's many vibrant beaches lined with rental beach chairs and stands selling coconut water. In the Ipanema area, many upscale hotels and world-class restaurants find, but the real action happens on the sand where you'll stumble across people who are
volleyball, football and a bit of At night you will be treated to a spectacular display of colour and silhouettes while the sun sets behind the mountains that are often referred to as the two brothers. Named after his resemblance to a Portuguese dessert, Sugarloaf Mountain is one of the most popular places
to go for a bird's-eye view of Rio de Janeiro. Take a cable car all the way up to the top, where you can enjoy not only panoramic views of the city from the bay, but also walk the trails at the top of the mountain or grab some lunch at the mountain-top café. The Museum of Tomorrow welcomes the world to
Rio by inviting visitors to think about both the history and future of the planet. Dedicated to sustainability, the science museum features exhibitions on astrology, geology, and anthropology, as well as the effect of civilization on the environment. The futuristic building located on Maua Pier attracts visitors
from all over the world and invites them to see and plan a better future. No book lover can leave Rio de Janeiro without a visit to one of the most awesome libraries in the world. Surrounded on all sides by three stories of books, the Royal Portuguese Reading Room houses the largest collection of
Portuguese books outside Portugal. The library also has statues, art, maps and is covered by a stained-glass dome that will make you feel like you've stepped into a cathedral of books. A hidden gem, even among locals, the Royal Portuguese Reading Room is free and open to the public between 9am
.m. and 6am .m. There are plenty of places to find good views in a city surrounded by mountains, but if you want to avoid crowds and high-ticket prices, then Mirante Dona Marta is the best vantage point in Rio. Although it has been designated a heli-road in the thick of the Tijuca forest, it is open to the
public, easy to drive to, and even has parking for a very small fee. Head there if you want to skip the crowds of tourists who flock to Christ the Savior and Sugarloaf Mountain. You'll be able to see both famous landmarks from the 360-degree vantage point. The world's most famous beach, bustling
Copacabana is filled with bars and coconut carts. You can go for a long jog along the black and white pavement, lounge on the sand, or take a break and shop in one of the Rio's best districts. With many restaurants, shopping and cars selling fresh coconut milk, Copacabana is the perfect place to lay
back, take a dip and absorb the buzz of the city. If you want to experience the incredible biodiversity of Brazil's jungles, but have no interest in learning how to wield a mask, Rio's Botanical Garden is the place to go for a close look without the hike. The gardens are an excellent place for a leisurely walk,
ideal for balancing out the excitement on the beaches. The most famous stadium in Brazil opened in 1950 Brazil's first World Cup. It has continued to host many other games, offering, as musicians like Tina Turner, Paul McCartney and Frank Sinatra. Learn more about the history of the stadium being
synonymous with Brazilian football by taking a tour through the locker rooms and on the field. Maracana was modernized for the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic games. Find these local locations on the interactive map below: More from SmarterTravel: Jamie Ditaranto is a writer and photographer who
is always looking for her next adventure. Follow her on Twitter @jamieditaranto. We choose everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are shipped to us for free without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our unbiased opinions and do not accept
compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Airplanes $ Planes $ Aircraft $ Aircraft $Large Value Vacations Vacation $1143+ Holland America Line cruise $1299+ ASAP
Tickets Aircraft $745+ $745+
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